


What is a BODYCORE HUB? 

What is included?

So many people think of starting their own business - not just for the financial 
rewards but for the opportunity to be your own boss and run your own life. 
But the downside is that although you get all the rewards, you also take 
the risks. Taking on a franchise within a Business Model reduces those risks 
substantially. Partnering with BODYCORE, you can reduce them even more!

Proven Business Model – We have a developed a method of doing 
business that works well and produces successful results. 

Strong Brand - One of the biggest advantages of franchising is that the 
company is building a brand on a regional or national basis that should 
have value in the eyes of customers you’re trying to attract.

Training Programme – We have a training programme designed to bring 
you up to speed on the most successful methods to run the business. We 
have reference materials to assist you in dealing with whatever comes up 
while you’re running your business.

Ongoing Operational Support – We have staff dedicated to providing 
ongoing assistance to franchisees. You’re not alone when you’re building 
and running your business, and you can always call on experienced 
people when you hit a rough spot or want to share new ideas for growing 
the business.

Marketing Assistance – We will offer you marketing assistance to provide 
you with proven tools and strategies for attracting and retaining customers. 

Ready Made System –  As a franchise you can take advantage of the 
buying power of the entire system to negotiate prices for everything you need at 
significantly lower levels than you could achieve as an independent operator. 

Risk Avoidance - The biggest reason to buy a franchise is that, if you’re 
smart, it will help you avoid much of the risk of starting a new business. 

As part of the package you will receive:

•  A personalised website, individually tailored for you 
    & payment setup 

•  Administration package 

•  2 x monthly live / recorded webinars 

•  Ongoing full support from HQ

•  Appointed Franchise contact

•  Access to all learning materials 

•  Internal verifier to act on your behalf when 
    dealing with active IQ

•  Appointed IV to liaise with Active on your behalf

•  CRM System so you can fully track your business and build 
    relationships with your students and PT Mentors

Who are BODYCORE?

“Integrity, excellence and prosperity are 
at the forefront of BODYCORE’s ethos”

Our Signature PT MENTOR™ approach, online support, Live & Recorded webinars, weekly gym based PT 
MENTORED™ sessions, and monthly HUB assessment days.

We are committed to the personal & professional development of our trainees – building strong, successful, 
inspiring Personal Trainers, PT MENTORS™ & health practitioners. 

We pride ourselves in the community that we have created to support our trainees in discovering their true 
potential – to turn their passion for people into a successful career!

Join the BODYCORE family today, and start your new and exciting career path within this dynamic & 
lucrative industry.

Your course. Your location. Your schedule.

MEET THE OWNER
The company was founded in 2013 by Tobias Moir. 

Tobias completed his qualifications in Personal Training in Vancouver more than 25 years ago. 

He has travelled the world as has replicated his PT business in several different countries including Germany, 
New Zealand, and the UK.

18 years ago he settled in Scotland and created BODYCORE.

An insatiable hunger for personal growth and success is the catalyst that is fast making BODYCORE the 
preferred training provider here in the UK.

BODYCORE are now expanding and we have a variety of new franchise opportunities right now in 
several locations. If you want to join with us as we continue our expansion across the UK, we would like 
to hear from you.
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HISTORY OF BODYCORE HUB

2013 – 2014 
BODYCORE TRAINING LTD is officially incorporated. BODYCORE begins to deliver its platinum 
standard qualification, dealing exclusively with Active IQ, the UK’s leading Awarding 
Organisation. An ethos of integrity, excellence and prosperity became the firm foundation on 
which was built.

2015 - 2016
BODYCORE develops the training HUB model, and is now accessible anywhere in the world, 
with over 100 PT Mentor Models available to trainees.
“Choose your course, Mentored in your gym, around your schedule”
became our unique calling card and had modernised the industry’s certification process.

2017-2018
BODYCORE creates a partnership with THE GYM GROUP and has built ties with many individual 
gyms and trainers who are working hard with a brand that they can trust. BODYCORE becomes 
proud CIMSPA partners.
CIMSPA works closely with OFQUAL, and endeavours to bring regulatory changes to a previously 
largely unregulated industry. CIMSPA chooses its partners wisely and has denied access to 
unregulated training providers, and those delivering fraudulent certificates.

2019
BODYCORE attains the sought after ISO9001 award, raising its standards even further. BODYCORE 
launches PT BUSINESS which offers a membership to all health and fitness professionals. 
Discounted CPDs, access to our expanding network of coaches, gym owners, managers, PTs 
and entrepreneurs, and our trademarked IMMERSION workshops are part of this membership.

2020
Develops BODYCORE HUB and is the only franchisee Training Provider on the market.
Whilst building and developing the brand with our unique Mentorship Programme, we continue 
to strengthen our relationships with major Gym Chains throughout the UK.

BODYCORE PT is now a registered trademark! 
We’ve formed a partnership with The Gym Group 
across Scotland & several regions in England.
BODYCORE has created their own learning material 
making it more accessible internationally.

Business Support –
The BODYCORE Family
       

Tobias’s PT MENTORSHIP programme incorporates his 20+ years of experience as a personal trainer, 
entrepreneur & property developer. His education in life coaching, counselling skills and behavioural 
change, has inspired him in the creation of BODYCORE & it’s ethos of integrity, excellence & prosperity.

BODYCORE’s ‘signature approach’ to mentoring aspiring PTs was trademarked in 2015, under the 
term PT MENTOR™, and incorporates the ‘Mindset, Nutrition & business Training’ of the successful.

Rosie is at the core of customer care at BODYCORE, and gives us that personal family touch that we 
feel is so important. She is our lead Internal Verifier (IV) and oversees assessing standards, ensuring we 
remain compliant with Active IQ and CIMSPA’s standards and expectations. With 20 years of education 
behind her, Rosie is the ‘go to’ resource at BODYCORE, and will keep your centre up to date & ahead 
of the competition.

Chris has been with the company since 2017. He originally started as a PT Mentor with us and has 
quickly progressed to our ‘Head of Sales and Business Development’ with over 13 years industry experience in 
fitness management he has a wealth of knowledge he passes on to students and the HUBs he works with. In 
addition, he is one of our Internal Verifiers and works closely with Rosie to ensure ensure the delivery of Training 
and Assessment process is of a high standard as he oversees our Group Exercise products. 

Victoria has been the BODYCORE Graphic Designer since 2015. She is the Marketing Partner for the 
business, and works closely with BODYCORE in developing the company brand and social presence. 
Victoria also works to improve the in-house systems to ensure we are delivering the highest standard of 
education and support at BODYCORE.

Antony is the Tech Guy who handles all questions relating to your website, email & PayPal integration. 
He can assist with adding additional courses & services to your Website, and anything else technical you 
need to run smoothly. Ant has a passion for SEO, marketing & anything technologically based!

So if you’re looking for a Franchise opportunity with some real strengths search no more. 

Pictured- Victoria (middle)
Tobias (right)



What you need

What do you need to be successful as 
a BODYCORE HUB Franchisee?

There is just no escaping the fact that running your own business can 
be hard work. However, you are doing it for yourself and the rewards of 
a BODYCORE HUB franchise will be there for you to see from day one. 
If you possess the following attributes then a BODYCORE HUB franchise 
could be just what you have been looking for.

Income

Expenditure

Profit

      Year 1                   Year 2                 Year 3

£80,000 £150,000 £220,000

£25,000 £48,000 £72,000

£55,000 £102,000 £148,000

The Earnings Potential
What you can earn out of the BODYCORE HUB Franchise is, in the final analysis, up to 
you: how hard you work and how gifted you are. It’s no different to anything else. 
But you’ll be surprised at how the numbers can stack up.

It is important to emphasise that these figures are projections provided 
for the purpose of illustration and are not intended to be a statement, 
representation, warranty or guarantee of individual franchisee earnings.  
It is essential that (prior to entering into the franchise) you satisfy yourself 
of the value of the investment you intend to make in terms of both time 
and money.

Having a passion for people, and have integrity, 
professionalism and a growth mindset.

You are entrepreneurial, and love to network and 
find new partnership opportunities.

A commitment to work hard, because there is simply 
no substitute for hard work.

A willingness to persevere, because there will 
always be times when things don’t go according 
to plan.

The drive to work for yourself and take proper 
control of your own destiny.

The desire to work with others who all share your 
commitment to the highest standards. 

 

If everything you’ve read so far makes 
sense, and you think that a BODYCORE 
Franchise is something you want to know 
more about, we should talk further. 

Get in touch at:
enquires@bodycoretraining.com 



Bloxham Mill Business Centre, 
Barford Road, Bloxham, 

Banbury, OX15 4FF
01295 722846

www.how2franchise.co.uk

Tobias Moir MD & Head PT MENTOR: 
tobias@bodycoretraining.com  07505 900811

Rosie Moir Customer Care & Internal Verifier: 
rosie@bodycoretraining.com

Chris Chester Head of Sales & Business Development: 
chris@bodycoretraining.com  07760 880131

Victoria Byrne Design & Marketing: hello@thelogoagency.co.uk

Antony Smith Website & tech support: antony@rippledigital.co.uk

Satisfied Customers

“Just wanted to say a wee random thank you to 
Tobias Moir for his kindness and understanding 
when I done my level 2 and 3 last year. Was 
going through a difficult time back then and 
he was thoughtful and understanding when 
helping me achieve my certificates. Also to 
Pauline who helped me with some things when 
she didn’t even have to. So thanks guys.”

                                                Lynsey Gilmartin
                                    Level 2 & Level 3 Course

“My name is Jay Thomson, and I’ve been a PT Mentor 
with BODYCORE for 5 years now.
Ive trained over 50 PTs, and am now managing PTs at 
a David Lloyd club! The support, growth potential and 
networking opportunities I get with the partnership are 
incredible.
Love the BODYCORE community as well, and feel 
totally supported in my career.
Thank you guys!”

                                                               Jay Thomson 
                                                             PT MENTOR (TM)

                                                                                                                                     

“I Qualified this year, level 2 and level 3 PT, I am so 
happy I chose Bodycore, if you are thinking of starting 
a career in the fitness industry, I can absolutely 
recommend that you use this company, Tobias and 
his wife Rosie are so supportive and encouraging 
at a time when you really need it, one of the best 
decisions I have ever made, a BIG thank you to you 
both.”

                                                     Stephen Conway
                                            Level 2 & Level 3 Course

                                                                                                                                                          

“Had Darren Marr as a mentor for Level 2 
Gym Instructor Course just there. Phenomenal 
teacher! Made it all so seem so easy. Enjoyed 
every minute of it.”

                                      Duncan Ivor Anderson
                           Level 2 Gym Instructor Course

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

“

”


